
Shecare Smart Basal Thermometer

Bluetooth 4.0 Wireless Data synchronization High Accuracy:±0.05℃/0.09℉ Suitable both for Oral and Armpit

AI Algorithm iOS/Android BLE SDK Millions of products already manufactured No.1 Brand in China



Brief Introduction of Shecare

Shecare （also named as Yuncheng）, located in Jiaxing City Zhejiang Province, is a high-tech medical

enterprise integrating product manufacturing, R&D and marketing, committed to be one of the most professional

IoT + AI cooperation in the field of home health in China.
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Brief Introduction of Shecare

Since establishment, Shecare has been awarded many times. In the year of 2015,it won the silver medal of

Tsinghua Principal‘s cup, interviewed by CCTV, and got the FDA in the same year； In 2017, it became the Class

A program in “Innovation Jiaxing, Elite Leadership Program”, got CFDA and got IF of Smart Basalt Thermometer；

In 2019 , it got the Gold Spectrum Award of Medical Device on China Brand Day； In 2020, its digital

thermometer products got qualifications to go abroad like CE , FCC and NMPA, and become very popular globally at

the same time.



Brief Introduction of Shecare

Nowadays, COVID-2019 has spread rapidly all over the world. Shecare, a medical company, is always full of

courage to develop and dare to be first. With the shortage of anti-epidemic materials, Shecare together with its

large numbers of outstanding engineers and R&D personnel, has successfully developed the all-new and non-

contact infrared thermometers and portable digital thermometers rapidly, and set up a new production line to put

into production, with a daily output of tens of thousands. The new production line adopts the top professional

equipment, with complete production and assembly, which mast be efficient and satisfy the high demand for

thermometers.

Business is warmly welcomed here.
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Functions

High Accuracy ：±0.05℃/0.09℉ Bluetooth Connection   
Date automatically Uploaded to APP



Functions

Suitable both for Oral cavity and 

Armpit

Stable Bluetooth Transmission



Functions

AI Algorithm High Quality & elegant design



Product Parameters

Mode BT-A22B

Unite °C/°F

Range 32.00°C - 42.99°C

Accuracy
±0.05°C

(35.00°C - 38.00°C)

Measurement  3mins

Storage 5-40°C, Relative humidity≤ 85%

Battery Size Button battery CR2032 （1pc）

Expiration 3years（battery unincluded）

Certificates FDA  CE  CFDA    

Shecare Smart Basal Thermometer：



Functions
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High accuracy: the clinical accuracy is ±0.05℃/±0.09℉，the calibration
temperature is 0.01℃/℉，in 3 mins the measurement will be done 。

Smart： The "CARE+" algorithm with completely independent intellectual property
rights, combines multidimensional hormone time series analysis with deep learning
and natural language technology on ovulation test.

Backlit LCD Display: The result can be easily read even in the darkness.

400 groups of date storage: The shecare thermometer can store 400
groups of date, you can upload them every few days.

Multi-use，The thermometer can be multi-used for pre-pregancy, contraception,
period-management and fever-management

Date be automatically Uploaded to APP :when measurement finished, the date will
be transmitted to Shecare APP automatically and then the app will generate the
curve, no handnote or even turning-on the phone is needed.
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Display



Product certification

Shecare Digital Thermometer：



Company Qualification

Business License Account Opening License



Production License Foreign Trade  Registration Form Medical Device for Class II

Company Qualification



Invoice Infor Medical Device Registration Bank account of ABC

Company Qualification


